Alderman Murphy congratulates Brewers for NL Central title

The Milwaukee Alderman whose district encompasses Miller Park sends his congratulations to the Milwaukee Brewers for clinching the National League Central title with today’s defeat of the Chicago Cubs.

“I wholeheartedly support this organization which has supported the city of Milwaukee in so many ways including through the Brewers Community Foundation,” says Alderman Michael J. Murphy.

With the Brewers’ performance this season a lesson can certainly be learned about being resilient in the face of adversity, says the 10th District Alderman. Alderman Murphy calls this an important moment in time and a major opportunity to look past each other’s differences.

“Whether you’re a Republican, Democrat, independent, conservative, liberal, or moderate—we’re all Brewers fans in this city and in this state. We’re pulling together for the Brew Crew and can all get behind that!”